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Results: 



1st  winner 

In creating  the logo I started from the idea that our planet would have to rebuild itself, 
through the efforts of all the people, to  protect  the environment and  reduce pollution. I 
imagined that the French, the Polish, the Romanians, the Turkish and the German all 
together  get out of the black planet  and start a new life on a green,  friendly  planet. 



This ' journey ' is done under the ‘banner’ of the French team (because the French 
partners are the  project coordinators). The rear guard, provided by Romania, has 
the Mission of defending the team approach for the  project  „Present for the 
Future” from any attacks of pollutant factors. 



As a result of the work carried out, we consider that, a  new 

world could be created out from scratch.  My hope is that during 

this trip we will be followed by a lot of people who want to give 

future generations the best gift: a green planet where  to live, to 

be happy and healthy.                                   

                                                         Alexandru Constantin  

 

. 



2nd  winner 

I chose to add my logo an image of the Earth surrounded by people holding their hands  
in a circle because it represents the Union between the Nations participating in this 
project. Representative images are thumbnails of the flags of the project countries : 
France, the  coordinating country, Romania, Germany, Poland and Turkey. 



 We have chosen the text to be in French because it is the national language of the  
coordinators, but also a master language. At the same time, I decided to add the 

project name ' Erasmus+’ and also its slogan: ' Present pour le futur '. I've decided to 
use vivid colors to symbolize movement, health, friendship, cooperation and 

knowledge which are expressed through this project. 



 
 
In conclusion, I wanted to create a logo that contains, more or less, all the 
ideas and objectives: the exchange of experience between different Nations, 
making friends online, face-to-face communication  between teenagers from 
different countries and developing interpersonal relationships. 

 
 
 

Andrei Craveschi 

 



Disclaimer:  
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European Commission. This publication reflects the 
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presented here. 


